Abstract. Three different definitions of the third axiom of counlability for abelian »-groups are shown to be equivalent. The main interest in this stems from the fact that the third axiom of countability characterizes one of the most important classes of abelian groups. Moreover, the equivalence of two of these definitions validates the proof of Theorem 67 in P. Griffith's Infinite abelian group theory.
I. Following the established terminology of [3] and [4], we say that a subgroup H of an abelian /»-group is a nice subgroup of G if pa(G/H) = </»"G, H}/H for each ordinal a. In accordance with [4] , as well as [5] and [6] , G is said to satisfy the third axiom of countability if there exists a collection ß of nice subgroups of G such that (0)0 G e.
(1) ß is closed with respect to the group union of an arbitrary number of groups. (2) If A E ß and K is any countable subgroup of G, there exists B E ß such that B/A is countable and B D (A, K}.
It was first shown in [4] that the reduced abelian /»-groups satisfying the preceding third axiom of countability are uniquely determined by their Ulm invariants and that these groups coincide precisely with the totally projective /»-groups introduced by R. Nunke in [7] . Also, a short proof was given by the author in [5] that the T-groups studied by P. Crawley and A. Hales [1] satisfy the third axiom of countability.
In his monograph, Griffith [3] chose a slightly different definition for Axiom 3. He replaced condition (1) of the axiom by the following weaker condition.
(1') ß is closed with respect to ascending unions. In the development of the properties and structure of Axiom 3 groups, the most noticeable difference between these two definitions occurs in the proof that a direct summand of an Axiom 3 group is again an Axiom 3 group. The direct summand result is Theorem 67 in [3] . It is well known that the proof of Theorem 67 is erroneous because Griffith's axiom cited above does not imply that QH is closed with respect to ascending unions as claimed in [3] although the stronger axiom formulated by Hill would. For a more detailed discussion of this matter, we refer to the remarks of E. Walker in [8] . We shall give here a simple direct proof that the two definitions are equivalent. The equivalence was actually established in [4] and [2] , but the proof of the equivalence heretofore has required first the development of further significant results such as Ulm's theorem for third countable groups. In fact, L. Fuchs suggested in [2, p. 84 ] that a direct proof would not be easy, and E. Walker expressed doubt about the existence of a direct proof in [8] .
Our proof is designed so that we can include with no additional effort another equivalent definition of the third axiom of countability due to Fuchs. A /»-primary group G is said to satisfy condition (F) if there exists an ascending chain 0 = G0 C Gx £ • • • £ Ga Q ■ ■ • ç Gy = G of nice subgroups Ga such that (a) \Ga+x/Ga\ = p for each a, and (b) Gß = U a<ß Ga whenever ß < y is a limit ordinal.
For convenience, we let (H) and (G) denote, respectively, Hill's and Griffith's criterion for third countable groups. 
Proof. The implication (H) => (G) is trivial and the implication (G) => (F) is
rather immediate because criterion (G) obviously implies the existence of an ascending chain 0 = 60 Ç 6, ç • ■ ■ Q Ga <Z • • • ç Gy = G of nice subgroups Ga such that (b) is satisfied and \Ga+x/Ga\ < K0. Condition (a) can be obtained by an appropriate refinement of the given chain. In this connection, observe that a finite extension of a nice subgroup is always again a nice subgroup. Thus we need only show that (H) follows directly from (F). Hence we shall assume (F). For each a < y, choose xa E Ga+X to be proper with respect to Ga. In other words, xa is chosen so that it has maximal height in xa + Ga since Ga is a nice subgroup of G. Clearly, G = (.xa)a<y in view of conditions (a) and (b) on the chain of subgroups Ga. Furthermore, if g is a nonzero element of G, then g can be represented uniquely in the form g = 'l*«r(D + '2*«(2) + * " * + '**«(*),
where 0 < t¡ </>, for each i, and a(l) < a(2) < • • • < a(k). Our purpose is to show that G has a collection ß of nice subgroups that satisfies the conditions of (H), and we shall do this in terms of the selected generators xa. For notational convenience, let T denote the set of ordinals less than y (which was used to index the chain of subgroups Ga and the generators xa of G). Call a subset S of T a closed subset if whenever a E S and g = pxa is not zero, then <*(/), too, belongs to 5 for each /' employed in the representation (♦) of the element g. Equivalently, the subset S of T is closed if each nonzero element of the subgroup H = <-Ka>a{ES of G has the representation (*) based on the exhibited generators of H. It is immediate (from the initial description of closure) that the union of an arbitrary number of closed subsets of T is again closed. Moreover, it is easy to see that any countable subset of T has a countable closure in T. We merely adjoin the required new generators, and then repeat the process a countable number of times. It remains only to show that H = <*">ae.s *s a mce subgroup of G whenever 5 is a closed subset of T because the collection ß of all such subgroups certainly satisfies the conditions of Hill's criterion (H).
Suppose that S is a closed subset of T. We want to show that H = <*a>"es is a nice subgroup of G. We may, of course, assume that H =?= G. Choose an arbitrary nonzero coset x + H and select a representative g from this coset whose representation (*) does not involve elements of H. We claim that g has maximal height in G among the elements of the coset g + H. This follows immediately from the observation that the height of the element g with representation (*) is the minimum of the heights of the elements xa([) in (*). This observation is readily established by induction on k. This completes the proof of the theorem since a subgroup is nice if each coset contains an element with maximal height.
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 67 in [3] one can now assume by virtue of Theorem 1 that QH satisfies criterion (H), as well as (G), and the proof then survives.
II. Using the proof of Theorem 1 as a model, we demonstrate in this section that every torsionfree group G satisfies the third axiom of countability with respect to pure subgroups. Here, the third axiom means the original third axiom (H) except that pure subgroups replace nice subgroups. There exists a collection ß of pure subgroups satisfying conditions (0), (1), and (2). Theorem 2. Every torsionfree abelian group is third countable with respect to pure subgroups.
Proof. Since the result is trivial for countable groups, let G denote an uncountable torsionfree group. With purity being an inductive property, there exists an ascending chain, indexed by an uncountable limit ordinal y, 0 = G0 Q Gx ç • • • ç Ga Q ■ ■ ■ QGy = G of pure subgroups of G such that (a') Ga + X/Ga Q Q (has rank 1) for each a and (b') Gß = U a<ß Ga whenever ß < y is a limit ordinal. For each ordinal a < y, choose a representative xa from the set Ga+X \ Ga. Since G is torsionfree, each subset of G is contained in a unique minimal pure subgroup. Denote by ^(S) the pure subgroup generated by S. It is a simple exercise to verify by induction on ß for each ß < y that Gß = 9(xa: a < ß). As before, let T denote the set of ordinals less than y. To proceed, we need to select some distinguished subsets of T having some kind of closure property. The notion of closure here, of course, needs to be different from that used in Theorem 1 since the pure subgroups are now the distinguished subgroups of G.
A summation 2,_0 n,*o(,) with integral coefficients n¡ is said to be descending if a(0) > a(l) > • • • > a(r). Call a subset S of T closed if: the existence of a descending summation 2;_0 n¡xa(í) with the sum in nG and a(0) G S for a positive integer n implies the existence of a descending summation 2'_0 mixaa) "ith sum in nG satisfying the conditions (i) a(0) = ß(0), (u) «o = mo> anc* (iii) ß(i) E S for each / < t. Notice that for an arbitrary subset S of T the closure property relative to all summations 2'_0 n¡xa(í) with sum in nG and a(0), «(0) and n fixed can be satisfied by adjoining only a finite number of elements to S, namely, a(l), a(2), . . ., a(r) for a particular summation if they do not already belong to S. Since there are only a countable number of triples (a(0), n(0), n) when a(0) has a countable range, it follows that any countable subset of T can be expanded, by repeating the annexation of a finite number of elements a countable number of times, to a countable closed subset of T.
We claim that the following collection of pure subgroups satisfies conditions (0), (1) and (2) of axiom (H), and therefore G satisfies the third axiom of countability with respect to pure subgroups. ß = [9 (S): Sisa, closed subset of T).
Condition (0) is satisfied by the convention *eP(0) = 0. The main step in proving that conditions (1) and (2) hold is the observation that 9(SX u Sj) = (SJ, ^P(S2)} whenever Sx and S2 are closed subsets of T. This is equivalent to recognizing that <ÍP(5,), ^(Sj)) is a pure subgroup whenever Sx and S2 are closed. To prove purity, suppose that ng E (ty(Sx), ^(S^)) where g E G, and let ng = a + Z> where a E 9(SX) and b E 9(Sj). For a suitable positive integer m, we have mng = ma + mb = 2¡_0 n¡xa(¡) where the summation descends and, for each i, a(i) is either in Sx or S2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a(0) E Sx. Now, since Sx is closed, there exists x E ^(S1,) such that mn(g -x) = 2'_0 mtXß(^ is a descending summation with ß(i) E Sx u S2 for each / and ß(0) < a(0). By transfinite induction, we may assume that g -x E
(^(S1,), ^(SJ) and therefore g G <$(S{), ^(Sj)}.
Since the union of any number of closed subsets is again closed (in view of our definition of closure) and since purity is an inductive property, the equation q>(Sx u S2) = (.^(SJ, 9(S2)} yields condition (1) of axiom (H) because <9(Sd>lmt-9(\JlmtS¿. '
It remains only to prove condition (2) . And it suffices to prove that each element g E G belongs to ^(S) for some countable closed set S because 9(S) is countable if S is. However, for some positive integer n, we can write ng = 2;_o ",*«(/>• There is a countable closed set S containing a(i) for each i since any finite set is contained in a countable closed set. Obviously, g G 'S1 (S), and the proof of the theorem is complete.
